Recording Reviews
Inspired by Brahms – Music for Horn Trio. Michael Thornton, horn; Yumi-Hwang-Williams, violin; Andrew Litton,
piano. Albany Records TROY1616.
Eric Ewazen: Trio for Horn, Violin, and Piano; Daniel Kellogg: A Glorious Morning; Johannes Brahms: Trio in E-flat, Op. 40.
Michael Thornton, principal horn of the Colorado Symphony Orchestra, together with the conductor and pianist Andrew Litton, and the concertmaster of the Colorado Symphony
Orchestra, Yumi Hwang-Williams, have teamed up to record
three horn trios. Many contemporary composers have been
inspired by the epic Brahms trio, and this recording includes
two recent compositions: Eric Ewazen’s trio composed in the
winter of 2008-09, and Daniel Kellogg’s A Glorious Morning,
commissioned by Thornton for this recording.
For those who like Eric Ewazen’s compositional style, replete with hummable melodies, comfortable harmonic explorations, and friendly syncopation, the opening work will thrill.
Mirroring the Brahms trio, Ewazen explores four movements,
paralleling the Brahms in tempi. The final movement, beginning with a slow, austere introduction, bursts into a vivacious
fugue. As the composer explains in the liner notes, “Some of
Brahms’ major works conclude with epic fugues, so I felt it was
indeed appropriate in my ‘Homage to Brahms’ to end my trio
with this festive, culminating fugue, bringing the work to a
joyous conclusion.”
Daniel Kellogg’s A Glorious Morning, while also inspired
by the Brahms trio, departs from many other contemporary
composer’s homages, as his is a one-movement work. In connecting this piece to the Brahms, he instead pulls melodic ideas
and harmonies from the trio and weaves them into his sonic
depiction of a sunrise. The title comes from Shakespeare’s Sonnet #33 and the composer uses the horn to depict the distant
beckoning call to usher in daybreak.
The Brahms trio is always a pleasure to hear, and this trio
performs a masterful interpretation, with a particularly snappy
second movement tempo. All three performers are virtuosic
players. Thorton’s sound is always dark, rich, and gorgeous,
and his lush melodies sing throughout the recording. He is
beautifully matched in this recording by the seemingly effortless violin and piano playing.
This is definitely an interpretation of Brahms worth hearing. Bravi to Michael Thornton and his trio on an excellent disc!
LVD
Silver and Gold. William Caballero, horn; Cynthia Koledo
DeAlmeida, Oboe; Noah Bendix-Balgley, violin; David Premo,
cello; Marina Schmidt Lupinacci, piano; Rodrigo Ojeda, piano.
Crystal Records CD825
Alexander Wonderer, Sonata in B minor for Oboe and
Piano, Op. 3; Carl Reinecke, Trio in A minor for Oboe, Horn,
and Piano, Op. 188; Malcolm Arnold, Quartet for Oboe, Violin,
Viola, and Cello, Op. 61; Michael Moricz, Three Consequences for
Four Players for Oboe, Horn, Cello, and Piano.
Oboist Cynthia Koledo DeAlmeida has included on her
chamber disc two works with William Caballero as an assisting musician. While the disc is well assembled and the playing

is superb, the recording studio is dry. It is wonderful to hear
Caballero in a chamber setting.
The Reinecke Trio, a delightful gem, is beautifully performed, and gives the players ample opportunity to show their
skills. The first movement’s haunting quality is paced well, and
the way the musicians interact in the ebb and flow of the phrasing is a model worthy of being emulated. Caballero handles the
scherzo deftly. Unfortunately the beauty of Caballero’s tone
is stifled by the recording compression, especially in the third
movement where the horn has long singing phrases. The playing of the entire ensemble is impressive, with the subtle use of
vibrato for delightful color and expression. In the last movement, the wind players allow the pianist to do the heavy lifting. Quick interjections and counter lines by both wind players
are passed around with brilliant dexterity, while themes from
the previous movements return one after another in various
combinations.
In Michael Moricz’s Three Consequences for Four Player, the
combination of the horn and violin with the oboe makes for a
pleasing tonal spectrum. Various pairings bring a freshness to
the texture. In the first movement, the cello and the oboe dominate the solo lines while the horn occasionally weaves in and
out with melodic answers and counter melodies. The work is
easy and entertaining. The horn is the featured solo instrument
in the middle movement, with expressive playing on long melodies. The bright and carefree third movement disperses the
clouds from the second movement.
I plan to add this substantial (22-minute) work to my chamber music library and predict it will make an excellent addition
to a recital program. Kudos to the performers for wonderful
performances. Eldon Matlick, University of Oklahoma
Air Names. Daniel Grabois, horn, noreba, bouchero, and
midi programming; Nick Moran, bass; John Ferrari, drums.
Summit Records, DCD673.
Daniel Grabois: Love Triangle; Civil War; Moons of Mercury;
Raga; Harry Lewis; March; Not Much But Air Names; Cairo Sunset; The Misfits; Cloud 10; Chew Your Soup; Lost and Found; Rio
DJ; Oaxaca Cathedral; Dusk, Autumn, Midwest; Love Meant Living
Alone.
Daniel Grabois, horn professor at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, is an excellent horn player, composer, inventor of instruments, midi-programmer, maybe a rock-n-roll star,
and certainly a creative genius. His debut solo album for horn
and electronics, titled after the track Air Names, is a fascinating
listening experience.
In the liner notes, Grabois writes that he “wrote these
songs using the software Ableton Live, which enabled me to
turn horn playing and composing into one unified activity.”
The results of this activity are refreshingly interesting, and
fun. The first track has a multi-meter beat reminiscent of favorite Zeppelin tunes. Some tunes are more ethereal, such as
Oaxaca Cathedral, with digital delay effects, evoking a cathedral
in Mexico. Other tracks run the gamut from pseudo-Southern
India ragas, to Brazilian street bands, to guttural space monster
incantations. Good times!
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The seemingly blithe tunes on this disc belie the time and
skill it no doubt took to create it. The production quality and
attention to detail in these tracks is quite spectacular – anyone
interested in electro-acoustic musical production should take
note.
The CD package is also an enjoyable read, as Grabois
writes about the genesis of many of the tracks and offers highly
entertaining one-line explanations of titles (e.g., Moons of Mercury; Mercury actually has no moons).
This is definitely a CD to add to your collection – it is utterly unique and should be on the play list for your next horn
party – it has a good beat and is easy to dance to. LVD
Library of Congress – 2004; Deutsches Jazz Festival – 1997.
Meridian Arts Ensemble. Daniel Grabois, horn; Jon Nelson,
Brian McWhorter, and Josef Burgstaller, trumpets; Benjamin
Herrington, trombone; Raymond Steward, tuba; John Ferrari,
percussion. 8bells records.
Stravinsky: “Fanfare for a New Theater” from the ballet
Agon; Gesualdo: Beltá, poi che t’assenti; David Sanford: Corpus;
Elliott Sharp: Beyond the Curve; Su Lian Tan: Moo Shu Rap Wrap;
Daniel Grabois: Migration; Jon Nelson: Dream of Miles; Randy
Brecker (arr. Ben Herrington): Some Skunk Funk.
Founded in 1987, The Meridian Arts Ensemble recently
celebrated their 25th anniversary with the release of this live
concert DVD. The video features the MAE in two concerts: a
performance at The Library of Congress in Washington DC in
2004, and a performance at the Deutsches Jazz Festival at Stuttgart in 1997.
The Library of Congress program (with Nelson and McWhorter on trumpets) opens with Stravinsky’s “Fanfare for a
New Theater” from the ballet Agon, followed by Gesualdo’s
Beltá, poi che t’assenti. Both of these works are effortlessly performed. These earlier compositions serve to both showcase
the MAE’s clear sense of ensemble and present works by wellknown composers who tended toward the experimental, thus
deftly setting the stage for the remainder of the program.
This concert also features two works commissioned by the
MAE, both of which were funded by Chamber Music America.
The first is David Sanford’s Corpus, which derives its title from
a Baroque cantata. Sanford draws strongly upon his love of
jazz in this composition, though his interests in classical and
contemporary art music are well represented. According to the
composer, Corpus is based on an underlying chorale theme, the
pitches of which allude to blues harmonies. Each movement is
loosely structured around that theme and features a distinct
20th-century jazz or pop style, including bebop, rock, and an
homage to Frank Zappa, a favorite of the MAE. The percussion both helps create the intermittent jazz or pop groove and
consolidates the brass voices when they are playing independently.
The second commissioned work on the Library of Congress program is Elliott Sharp’s Beyond the Curve. Sharp claims
a number of compositional influences, “from Coltrane to
Zappa to Xenakis and beyond.” He also infuses his compositions with mathematics from chaos theory and fractal geom78
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etry. The MAE make this and the Sanford work above sound
“easy,” both technically and in their ability to communicate the
intensity of the music.
In the Deutsches Jazz Festival program (with Nelson and
Burgstaller on trumpets), the MAE opens with commissioned
work by Su Lian Tan, Moo Shu Rap Wrap. This piece mixes
composed and improvised music, and features a number of
extended techniques to represent the sounds of the Mandarin
and Cantonese dialects. The result is a fascinating cacophony
intended to sound like a busy Chinese market.
Members of MAE composed the middle two works on
this performance. Daniel Grabois’s Migration was one of my
favorite selections because it features his fabulous horn playing
and is very listenable, with its exotic harmonies and an oftenasymmetrical groove. Dream of Miles by Jon Nelson is a sometimes sultry, sometimes lively work that gives each member of
the ensemble a chance to shine. Some Skunk Funk, composed by
Randy Brecker and arranged by ensemble member Ben Herrington, allows the MAE to let it all hang out, complete with
vocal yells. This work is a thrilling toe-tapper and a perfect
closer for the program.
Overall, this DVD of the MAE features seven musicians
who are virtuosic players, but who have a cohesive ensemble
sound that is beyond reproach. Daniel Grabois performs incredibly across the board. This DVD was exciting to watch and
it perfectly represents the various interests and talents of The
Meridian Arts Ensemble’s members. DeAunn Davis, University
of Nevada, Reno
The Mallet-Horn Jazz Band. Sébastien Mitterrand, Benoit Collet, Rodolphe Genesta-Pialat, Vincent Büchsenschütz,
Colin Pégnié, Nicolas Josa, Benjamin Auger, Marc Michels,
Jean-Luc Dion, David Grosjean, Stéphane Fillet, Christophe
Guillard, and Armand Dubois-Gourut, horns; with Mogan
Cornebert, drums; Ivan Gélugne, bass; Benoit Lavollée and
Renaud Détruit, vibraphones; and guest Arkady Shilkloper,
horn and alphorn. Klarthe Records KRJ 005.
Lalo Schifrin: Free Ride; John Coltrane: Moment’s Notice;
Miles Davis: Four; Pat Metheny: In Her Family; Arkady Shilkloper: Cobra; Wayne Shorter: Yes or No; Stéphane Fillet: Origine;
Arkady Shilkloper: Crested Butte Mountain; Wayne Shorter:
Speak No Evil; Mongo Santamaria: Afro Blue.
The eponymous new album from The Mallet-Horn Jazz
Band (with guest Arkady Shilkloper) redefines the role of the
horn in jazz. No longer an interloper, taking a vacation in the
world of jazz, the horn can do it all – bumptious bass lines,
sweetly singing harmonies, raucous high riffs, and swinging
solos. You could easily listen to this album and not notice that
the band is made up of mostly horns. It just sounds like a jazz
album.
But first, what is this group? It’s a collection of nine horn
players together with a drummer, bass player, and two vibraphone players. The arrangements are all done in-house, as are
the solos, with the exception of two tracks on which Arkady
Shilkloper takes a guest turn.

